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Abstract

We study the e�ect of energy loss on charm and bottom quarks in

high�energy heavy�ion collisions including hadronization� longitudinal ex�

pansion and partial thermalization� We consider in detail the detector

geometry and single lepton energy cuts of the ALICE and CMS detec�

tors at the Large Hadron Collider �LHC� to show the large suppression of

high pT heavy quarks and the consequences of their semileptonic decays�
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I� INTRODUCTION

A dense parton system is expected to be formed in the early stage of relativistic heavy�

ion collisions due to the onset of hard and semihard parton scatterings
 Interactions among

the produced partons in this dense medium will most likely lead to partial thermalization

and formation of a quark�gluon plasma
 It is thus important to study phenomenological

signals of the early parton dynamics� a crucial step towards establishing the existence of a

strongly interacting initial system and its approach to thermal equilibrium


The energy loss of fast partons is a good probe of dense matter �	� since a fast par�

ton traversing the medium must experience multiple elastic collisions ���� as well as su�er

radiative energy loss �����
 In principle� the energy loss by a parton in medium� both by

elastic ���� and radiative ����� processes� is independent of the quark mass in the in�nite

energy limit
 At �nite energies� studies show that the elastic energy loss has a weak mass

dependence
 For example� in a medium with �s � ��� nf � ��� and a temperature of ���

MeV� the elastic dE�dx for 	� GeV charm and bottom quarks is � �	�� and ���� GeV�fm�

respectively ���
 The radiative loss is perhaps even more important
 Taking into account

multiple scatterings and the Landau�Pomeranchuk�Midgal e�ect� the radiative energy loss

of a fast massless quark� dE�dx � ��s � p�Tw � �� ���� is controlled by the characteristic

broadening of the transverse momentum squared of the parton� � p�Tw �� determined by

the properties of the medium
 Recent estimates of the radiative loss by charm and bot�

tom quarks ��� suggest that the loss from this source is much greater than the elastic loss�

dE�dx � ���� and �� GeV�fm for 	� GeV charm and bottom quarks respectively
 The

calculated loss depends on the initial energy of the parton and the density of the medium


It is also unclear precisely where these analytical results are applicable
 In this paper� we

will assume a constant loss of dE�dx � �	 GeV�fm to study the phenomenology of energy

loss on heavy quarks at the LHC


Since heavy��avored mesons carry most of the heavy quark energy after hadronization�

the energy lost by heavy quarks traveling through the quark�gluon plasma is directly re�ected

	



in the suppression of large pT heavy��avored mesons


Unfortunately� it is di�cult to detect charm or bottom mesons directly with current

tracking technology because of the large number of produced particles in central AA colli�

sions
 However� the invariant mass of the lepton pairs from heavy quark decays is related

to the relative momentum of the QQ pair� the dilepton yields in this region could become

an indirect measurement of the heavy quark spectrum
 Therefore� it should be sensitive to

the energy loss su�ered by the heavy quarks as they propagate through dense matter


In this paper� we examine the e�ects of heavy quark energy loss at LHC energies�

p
s � ��� TeV for Pb�Pb collisions� including hadronization of the heavy quarks� longi�

tudinal expansion and thermal �uctuations of the collision system� which are important for

the dilepton spectrum from heavy quark decays
 At the LHC energy� the heavy quarks are

produced at su�ciently large pT for the hadronization mechanism to be important
 Because

of the longitudinal expansion� the momentum loss in the longitudinal direction is quite dif�

ferent from that in the transverse direction
 Depending on the actual number of scatterings�

the heavy quarks can escape the system without energy loss or lose enough momentum to

be stopped entirely
 However� heavy quarks cannot be at rest in a thermal environment
 In

the most extreme scenario when they are stopped� they must have a thermal momentum

distribution in their local frame
 The resulting suppression of high invariant mass dileptons

is then very sensitive to the phase space restrictions imposed by the detector design


This paper is organized as follows
 We explain our energy loss model in section II
 In

section III� we discuss the e�ects of energy loss on the charm and bottom quark spectra and

show the resulting dilepton spectra from correlated heavy meson decays
 To demonstrate the

sensitivity to the phase space restriction� in section IV we calculate the spectra of e�e�� e���

and ���� pairs from correlated heavy meson pair decays within the planned acceptances

of the ALICE detector� taking into account the detector geometry and single lepton energy

cuts
 The ���� spectra within the CMS geometry is also calculated
 In section V we

calculate the single e and � spectra from charm and bottom decays within the ALICE and

CMS acceptances
 We summarize in section VI
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II� MODELING THE ENERGY LOSS

First� the phase space distribution of the heavy quarks and the space�time evolution of

the dense matter must be speci�ed
 In the Bjorken model ���� the matter has a longitudinal

�uid velocity vFz � z�t in the local frame� essentially the �uid velocity of free�streaming

particles produced at z � � and t � �
 Transverse �ow� which sets in later� is neglected

and both the medium and the heavy quarks are assumed to be produced at z � �� the same

point at which expansion begins
 Then� for any space�time point� �z� t�� a heavy quark is

in a �uid with the same longitudinal velocity
 In the �uid rest frame� the heavy quark thus

has momentum ��� �pT �� reduced to ��� �pT
�� after energy loss
 Thus the momentum of the

heavy quark changes from �mT sinh y� �pT � to �m�
T sinh y� �pT

�� in the lab frame
 The heavy

quark essentially loses its transverse momentum but retains its rapidity because it follows

the longitudinal �ow


To simplify the calculations� spherical nuclei of radius RA � 	��A��� are assumed so that

the transverse area of the system in central collisions is the area of the nucleus� neglecting

transverse expansion
 For a heavy quark with a transverse path� lT � and mean�free path�

�� in the medium� the average number of scatterings is � � lT��
 The mean�free path is

introduced to account for the �nite probability of the heavy quarks to escape the system

without interaction or energy loss
 The actual number of scatterings� n� is generated from

the Poisson distribution� P �n� �� � e���n�n�
 This corona e�ect is especially important for

heavy quarks produced at the edge of the transverse plane of the collision
 In the rest frame

of the medium� the heavy quark then experiences a total momentum loss of �p � n� dE�dx


When a heavy quark loses most or all of its momentum in the �uid rest frame� it begins

to thermalize with the dense medium
 The heavy quark is considered to be thermalized if

its �nal transverse momentum after energy loss� p�T � is smaller than the average transverse

momentum of thermalized heavy quarks at temperature T 
 These thermalized heavy quarks

have a random thermal momentum in the rest frame of the �uid
 The �nal momentum of

the thermalized heavy quark is obtained by transforming back from the local �uid frame





to the center�of�mass frame of the collision
 The parameters used in the calculation are

dE�dx � �	 GeV�fm� � � 	 fm and T � 	�� MeV
 Simulations at RHIC energies ��� suggest

that once the heavy quarks are assumed to lose energy� signi�cant suppression of the heavy

quark spectra appears as long as jdE�dxj � hpT i�RA where hpT i is the average transverse

momentum of the heavy quark which produces leptons inside the detector acceptance
 E�g�

at central rapidities with Pb beams and hpT i �  GeV� the threshold energy loss is as low

as hpT i�RA � ��� GeV�fm


III� EFFECTS OF ENERGY LOSS ON HEAVY QUARK PRODUCTION AND

DECAY

The momentum distribution of the QQ pairs is generated from PYTHIA �
		� �	��


Initial and �nal state radiation e�ectively simulates higher�order contributions to heavy

quark production so that the pair is no longer azimuthally back�to�back as at leading order


The MRS D�� �		� parton distribution functions are used to normalize the charm pair

production cross section to 	�
� mb in pp collisions at
p
s � ��� GeV �	��
 The number of

QQ pairs in a Pb�Pb collision at impact parameter b � � is obtained by multiplying the pp

production cross section by the nuclear overlap function�

NQQ � 	pp
QQ
TPbPb��� �	�

where TPbPb��� � ����mb
 This scaling results in ��� charm pairs in a central Pb�Pb

event
 The bb production cross section is ��� �b in
p
s � ��� TeV pp collisions� leading

to �
� bb pairs in central Pb�Pb events
 Although� as pointed out in the introduction� the

bottom quark energy loss may be di�erent from that of charm quarks� the same parameters

are used


Only dileptons from correlated QQ pair decays� N corr
ll � NQQB

��Q�Q � l�X� are

considered� i�e�� a single QQ pair produces the dilepton
 Dileptons from uncorrelated

QQ decays� which appear at higher invariant mass than those from correlated decays

�



due to their larger rapidity gap� will be particularly abundant for charm decays since

Nuncorr
ll � NQQ�NQQ � 	�B��Q�Q � l�X�
 The �nite acceptance of a real detector will

signi�cantly reduce the uncorrelated rate and like�sign subtraction should remove most of

the remainder
 In practice however� full subtraction will be di�cult
 Another problem

arises from uncorrelated lepton pairs from a heavy quark and a background 
 or K decay


Treatment of these uncorrelated backgrounds is not considered in this work


Since the dilepton spectra in the LHC detectors are sensitive to decays of charm quarks

with pT � �� GeV� the charm spectrum was generated in two steps to obtain a su�cient

number of high pT charm quarks
 First 	�� normal cc pairs were generated followed by an

equal number of cc pairs with a high pT trigger such that the cc pair spectrum contains

pairs with pT�c � � GeV and pT�c � � GeV only
 These high pT cc pairs were then removed

from the normal spectrum so that the resulting soft cc spectrum contains those pairs with

pT�c � � GeV or pT�c � � GeV
 The relative weight of the high pT spectrum is obtained from

the ratio of the high pT events to the total spectrum
 Because the bottom quarks have a

harder pT spectrum than the charm quarks� such a proceedure was unnecessary for bb pairs


In Fig
 	 the single D meson pT distribution is shown without any phase space cuts
 The

spectra in Fig
 	 are normalized� as are all the �gures� to a single Pb�Pb event
 The dashed

curve shows the generated spectra without energy loss while the solid curve is the distribution

after energy loss
 Thermalization of charm quarks that have lost most of their momentum

causes the build�up at low pT 
 At higher values of pT � some quarks are su�ciently energetic

to escape the dense medium without being thermalized
 For pT � � GeV� the energy loss

causes the pT distribution to drop nearly an order of magnitude


Figure � shows the corresponding single bottom pT distribution
 The same trends are

seen for bottom as in Fig
 � except that the energy loss results in only a factor of �ve

reduction in the high pT bottom yield


In order to obtain the �nal meson distributions� the heavy quark distributions are con�

voluted with a fragmentation function
 While a delta�function type of fragmentation is

su�cient for low pT hadroproduction �	�	��� high pT heavy quarks should fragment accord�

�



ing to a Peterson�type function �	��� D�z� � �z�	 � 	�z � ���	 � z������ where z � pH�pQ

and � � ���� for charm and �
��� for bottom� determined from e�e� interactions �	��
 Note

that the heavy quark quantities are denoted by Q while the heavy hadron formed from the

fragmentation of the quark is denoted with H
 A corresponding intrinsic kT kick of 	 GeV

for the partons in the proton is also included
 Because fragmentation reduces the momentum

of the heavy��avored hadron relative to the heavy quark� especially for charm� the rapidity

distribution of the �nal�state hadron is modi�ed relative to the �uid so that the hadron does

not precisely follow the longitudinal �ow
 In a high�energy collision�
p
s�m� 	� the heavy

quark rapidity distribution is essentially �at
 However� the hadronization of the heavy quark

enhances the rapidity distribution at central rapidities
 If the delta�function type of frag�

mentation is assumed� the momentum does not change� pQ � pH � but E
�
Q � E�

H�m�
H �m�

Q�

resulting in a rapidity shift

dn � dyQ �
dpzQ
EQ

�
dpzH
EQ

�
mT�H cosh yHdyHq

m�
T�H cosh� yH �m�

H �m�
Q

� cosh yHdyHq
cosh� yH � ��

���

where

�� �
m�

H �m�
Q

m�
T�H

� ��

For mc � 	� GeV� mD � 	��� GeV and mT�D � p
�mD� �

� � ����� enhancing the D

distribution at yH � � by � 	��
 When mb � ���� GeV� mB � ���� GeV and mT�B �
p
�mB� �

� � ����� enhancing the B distribution by � ��
 The range of the enhancement is

jyHj � ���
 If the Peterson function is used instead� �� increases�

�� �
m�

H � z�m�
Q

m�
T�H

� ���

increasing the D enhancement at yH � � to � �� for hzi � ��� and the B enhancement to

� 	�� for hzi � ����
 These hzi values are typical for the Peterson function with � values

given above
 The fragmentation thus tends to pile�up heavy hadrons at central rapidities


The dilepton spectrum from semileptonic charm and bottom decays may be used to indi�

rectly measure heavy quark production when a direct measurement via tracking is di�cult


�



Measurements of high�mass dileptons are themselves important
 Copious thermal dilepton

production �	�� was proposed as a signal of the formation of a thermally and chemically

equilibrated quark�gluon plasma
 In order to obtain the thermal dilepton yields� the back�

ground from heavy quark decays must be subtracted
 When energy loss was not included�

dileptons from open charm decays at RHIC were shown to be about an order of magnitude

higher than the contributions from the Drell�Yan process and bottom decays �	��	��� mak�

ing them the dominant background to the proposed thermal dileptons
 This background

was determined to be even higher at the LHC �	��
 Energy loss changes the heavy quark

momentum distribution as well as the resulting dilepton spectra from heavy quark decays


Therefore� understanding the e�ect of energy loss on dileptons from heavy quark decays

could also be an important step towards the observation of thermal dilepton signals


The average branching ratios of D � lX are � 	��
 The lepton energy spectrum

from D meson semileptonic decays in PYTHIA �
		� is consistent with the measurement of

the MARK�III collaboration �	��
 The b quarks are assumed to fragment into B�� B
�
� B

�

s

and ��
b with production percentages ��� ��� 		� and 	�� respectively
 Single leptons

from bottom decays can be categorized as primary and secondary leptons
 Leptons directly

produced in the decay B � lX are primary leptons while those indirectly produced� B �
DX � lY � are secondary
 Primary leptons have a harder energy spectrum than secondary

leptons
 A decaying b hadron mainly produces primary l� and secondary l� although it can

also produce a smaller number of primary l� due to B��B�
mixing
 The branching ratios of

the necessary bottom hadron decays are �
�� to primary l�� �
��� to secondary l�� 	
���
to primary l�� and �
�� to secondary l�
 The total number of dileptons from a bb decay

can be readily estimated to be �
���
 Another important source of dileptons from bottom

decays is the decay of a single bottom� B � Dl�X � l�l�Y 
 The branching ratio for a single

B meson to a dilepton is �
����� therefore this source gives �
�	� dileptons� comparable to

the yield from a bb pair decay
 These branching ratios ���� and energy spectra from PYTHIA

�
		�� consistent with measurements ��	�� are almost identical for muons and electrons


The dilepton invariant mass and rapidity are de�ned as�

�



M �
q
�p�l� � p�l��

�

y � tanh��
pzl� � pzl�

El� � El�
� ���

In Fig
  the dilepton invariant mass spectrum from correlated DD decays are shown with�

out any phase space cuts
 The dashed curves are the generated spectra without energy loss

while the solid curves are the distributions after energy loss
 Except for the small di�er�

ence between the electron and muon masses� this spectrum represents both dielectrons and

dimuons while the spectrum of opposite�sign e� is a factor of two larger �e��� � e����


Figure � shows the integrated invariant mass spectra from correlated BB and single B

decays
 The dotted curve is the result of the decays of a single B to lepton pairs
 When

M �  GeV� this contribution is larger than the dilepton yield from BB decays� shown

in the dot�dashed curve
 Both include energy loss
 The solid curve is the sum of the

two contributions while the dashed curve is the sum of single and pair decays to dileptons

without energy loss
 The same trends are seen for bottom as well as charm except that the

suppression of the spectrum due to energy loss begins at larger invariant mass
 The mass

distribution in Fig
 � is truncated to more clearly show the contribution from single B decay


In Fig
 �� the lepton pair rapidity distribution from correlated DD decays with and

without energy loss is shown
 The spectrum re�ects the e�ect of the hadronization shown

in eqs
 �������


The lepton pair rapidity distribution from BB and single B decays shows a similar shift

in Fig
 �
 Since the BB decay distribution is not as broad as the DD distribution due to the

higher mass BB pairs� the narrowing of the central peak seen in Fig
 � is not as dramatic

as the charm hadron decays in Fig
 �


A comparison of the dilepton spectra before and after energy loss would naively suggest

that the overall e�ect is small
 However� this impression is misleading because the spectrum

is integrated over the entire phase space
 Heavy quarks and antiquarks in a pair tend to

be separated by a signi�cant rapidity gap
 This gap can cause the invariant mass of the

subsequent lepton pair to be large
 However� once the �nite detector geometries are included�

�



the e�ect of energy loss becomes more dramatic as we show in the following section


IV� DILEPTONS FROM HEAVY QUARK DECAYS IN REAL DETECTORS

A� ALICE

The ALICE detector ���� consists of a central barrel with electron detection capability

and a forward muon arm
 Thus it is well suited to carry out a comparative study of single

lepton �e� �� and dilepton �ee� e�� ��� yields comparable to the electromagnetic capabilities

of the PHENIX detector ��� at RHIC
 �Note that PHENIX has two muon arms
� In this

section� we calculate the dilepton yields within the designed ALICE acceptance


The ALICE central barrel covers ����� corresponding to j�j � ���� with full azimuthal

acceptance
 The forward muon arm covers the polar angle �� 	 � 	 	��� corresponding

to the pseudo�rapidity interval ��� 	 �� 	 �� again with full azimuthal coverage
 We take

pT�e � 	 GeV and pT�� � 	 GeV to reduce the lepton backgrounds from random hadron

decays


Fig
 � shows the invariant mass distribution of three types of dileptons from open charm

and bottom hadron decays within the ALICE acceptance
 The e� spectrum includes both

e��� and e���
 From the comparison of our energy loss results with the initial distributions�

we note that the three dilepton yields from charm decays and also for bottom decays have

rather similar suppression factors
 This is di�erent from the e�ect expected at RHIC because

we use the same pT cut for electrons and muons in ALICE while the electron and muon energy

cuts are the same in PHENIX ���
 Note the similarity of the charm and bottom hadron

decay rates without energy loss for M � � GeV despite the much larger cc production rate


Although there is signi�cant suppression due to energy loss at high invariant mass� the peaks

of the bottom decay spectra are not strongly suppressed


To demonstrate the acceptance of the ALICE detector� in Fig
 � we show the rapidity

distribution of the three types of dileptons from charm meson decays
 The ee pairs are

�



centered around y � �� while the e� acceptance covers pair rapidity around 	 to �
� and the

�� pairs are found with y � �
� to �


We also plot the Drell�Yan yields of dielectrons and dimuons in Fig
 �
 After energy

loss� the Drell�Yan dileptons are greater than the open charm meson decays above � GeV in

the ee channel and everywhere in the �� channel
 However� the e�ect of energy loss in the

model is su�ciently weak for the BB and single B decays to remain above the Drell�Yan

rate
 While thermal dileptons remain essentially unobservable at the LHC� the suppression

of dileptons from bottom hadron decays is similar enough to present a good opportunity

to measure the energy loss
 Also note that high�mass e� pairs cannot be used for charm

measurements but for bottom observation


B� CMS

The CMS ���� muon acceptance is in the range j�j 	 ��� with a lepton pT cut of  GeV


After these simple cuts are applied� the results are shown in Fig
 � for both DD and BB

decays
 Whereas for M 	 	� GeV� the DD decays would dominate those of BB before the

cuts� the measured BB decays are everywhere larger than those from charm mesons both

before and after energy loss
 The generally larger momentum of muons from B decays and

the rather high momentum cut result in larger acceptance for BB decays
 No DD decay

pairs with M 	 � GeV survive the momentum cut
 A factor of �� loss in rate at M � 	�

GeV is found before energy loss when comparing Figs
 � and 
 A loss in rate by a factor

of 	�� is obtained when energy loss is included
 The corresponding acceptance from BB

decays is signi�cantly larger� with a loss in rate of a factor of � � before energy loss and

� 	� with energy loss
 Interestingly� the leptons in the decay chain of a single B meson

are energetic enough for both to pass the momentum cut� causing the peak at M � � � 

GeV
 These results suggest that rather than providing an indirect measurement of the charm

cross section� as postulated in �	��� the dilepton continuum above the � family could instead

measure the bb production cross section indirectly
 A comparison with the spectrum from

	�



pp interactions at the same energy would then suggest the amount of energy loss� dE�dx�

of the medium


To demonstrate the CMS acceptance� in Fig
 	� we show the rapidity distribution of

dimuons from charm meson decays before and after energy loss
 The broader rapidity

coverage of CMS reduces the e�ect of energy loss on the dimuon continuum relative to

ALICE


V� SINGLE LEPTONS FROM HEAVY QUARK DECAYS

Single leptons from charm decay have been suggested as an indirect measure of the charm

production cross section ����
 This is possible if the background leptons from random decays

of hadrons such as pions and kaons can be well understood


We show the e�ect of energy loss on single electrons and muons within the ALICE

acceptance in Fig
 		
 Single leptons are not as sensitive to the magnitude of dE�dx as the

dilepton mass spectra


Single leptons can be categorized as those from thermalized heavy quarks and those from

heavy quarks energetic enough to escape after energy loss
 The former mainly re�ects the

e�ective thermalization temperature while the latter can provide us with information on the

energy loss
 Single leptons with energies greater than 	� � GeV are mainly from energetic

heavy quarks and thus are more sensitive to the energy loss
 Before energy loss� the single

leptons from D decays are larger than those from b hadron decays for pT � ��� GeV
 After

energy loss� the b hadron decays dominate the spectra over all pT 


A comparison of the pT distributions of single muons in the CMS acceptance from the

decays of D and B mesons can also provide a measure of the b cross section� shown in

Fig
 	�
 The muon pT distribution is clearly dominated by B decays


		



VI� SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Dileptons from open charm and bottom decays have been calculated for central Pb�Pb

collisions at the LHC including the e�ect of energy loss on heavy quarks in dense matter


There are a number of uncertainties in the model
 The energy loss is assumed to be

constant during the expansion of the system and the subsequent drop in the energy density


This need not necessarily be the case
 Transverse �ow� which could lead to a higher e�ective

temperature� T � and thus enhance the low pT heavy quark yield and� consequently� the low

invariant mass dilepton yields� is also not included
 However� the qualitative features of the

results� such as the clear dominance of bb decays and the strong suppression due to energy

loss when jdE�dxj � hpT i�RA� are not likely to change


To determine whether single leptons or dileptons from heavy quark decays can indeed

probe the energy loss� the most important factor is the magnitude of the random hadron

decay background
 This deserves further study� particularly since high pT pions will also

experience quenching e�ects and be suppressed in high�energy heavy�ion collisions
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FIGURES

FIG� �� The pT distribution of single D mesons� integrated over all phase space� The dashed

curve is without energy loss� the solid curve includes energy loss with dE�dx � �� GeV�fm�

	



FIG� 	� The pT distribution of single B mesons� integrated over all phase space� The dashed

curve is without energy loss� the solid curve includes energy loss with dE�dx � �� GeV�fm�
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FIG� 
� The invariant mass distribution of lepton pairs from correlated DD decays� integrated

over all phase space� The dashed curve is without energy loss� the solid curve includes energy loss

with dE�dx � �� GeV�fm�
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FIG� �� The invariant mass distribution of lepton pairs from correlated BB decays and single

B decays� integrated over all phase space� The dotted curve is the contribution from semileptonic

decay chains of single B mesons while the dot�dashed curve is from correlated BB decays� Both

include energy loss� The dashed curve is without energy loss and the solid curve includes energy

loss with dE�dx � �� GeV�fm� Note that the dashed and solid curves include all single B and

BB pair decays�
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FIG� �� The rapidity distribution of lepton pairs from correlated DD decays� integrated over

all phase space� The dashed curve is without energy loss� the solid curve includes energy loss with

dE�dx � �� GeV�fm�

	�



FIG� � The rapidity distribution of lepton pairs from correlated BB and single B decays�

integrated over all phase space� The dashed curve is without energy loss� the solid curve includes

energy loss with dE�dx � �� GeV�fm�
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FIG� �� The dilepton invariant mass distributions in the ALICE acceptance� The e�e� �a��

���� �b� and e� �c� channels are shown� The dashed and dotted curves are the DD and summed

single B and BB decays respectively without energy loss� The solid and dot�dashed curves

are the corresponding results with dE�dx � �� GeV�fm� The Drell�Yan rate is given by the

dot�dot�dashed curve in �a� and �b��
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FIG� �� The rapidity distribution of lepton pairs from correlated DD decays in the ALICE

acceptance without energy loss� The e�e� �dashed�� e� �solid� and ���� �dot�dashed� acceptances

are shown�

��



FIG� �� The dilepton invariant mass distributions in the CMS acceptance� The dashed and

dotted curves are the DD and summed single B and BB decays respectively without energy loss�

The solid and dot�dashed curves are the corresponding results with dE�dx � �� GeV�fm�

�	



FIG� ��� The rapidity distribution of lepton pairs from correlated DD decays� in the CMS

acceptance� The dashed curve is without energy loss� the solid curve includes energy loss with

dE�dx � �� GeV�fm�
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FIG� ��� The pT spectrum of single electrons �a� and muons �b� from charm and bottom

decays within the ALICE acceptance� The dashed and dotted curves are the D and B meson

decays respectively without energy loss� The solid and dot�dashed curves are the corresponding

results with dE�dx � �� GeV�fm�
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FIG� �	� The pT spectrum of single muons from charm and bottom decays within the CMS

acceptance� The dashed and dotted curves are the D and B meson decays respectively without

energy loss� The solid and dot�dashed curves are the corresponding results with dE�dx � ��

GeV�fm�
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